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ABSTRACT: In late 2009, the National Institute for Computational Sciences placed in production the world‘s
fastest academic supercomputer (third overall, November 2009 Top500), a Cray XT5 named Kraken. Currently
Kraken provides 1.17 Petaflops through 112,896 compute nodes accounting for over 60% of the total cycles avail-
able to the National Science Foundation users via the TeraGrid. Kraken has two missions that have proven difficult
to simultaneously reconcile: providing the maximum number of total cycles to the community, while enabling full
machine runs for “hero” users. Historically, this has been attempted by allowing schedulers to choose the time
for the beginning of large jobs, with a concomitant reduction in utilization. This paper outlines a novel approach
implemented at NICS, whereby the “draining” of the system is forced on a weekly basis, followed by consecutive
full machine runs. As previous simulation results suggested, this led to utilization of over 90% (the equivalent of
a 300+ Teraflop supercomputer, or several million dollars of compute time per year) with a 92% average over the
past 12 months.
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1 Introduction

The TeraGrid [1] is the association of High Performance
Computing (HPC) sites funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF). The TeraGrid [2] provides over one
billion (1,000,000,000) core-hours for the scientific com-
munity per year. Although there are approximately a
dozen resource providers within the TeraGrid, over 60%
of the cycles are provided by a single machine: Kraken,
the Cray XT5 system at the National Institute for Com-
putational Sciences, Tennessee (Figure 1). Kraken is

an MPP (massively parallel processing) computer with
a proprietary interconnect, specifically designed to run
large, multi-threaded jobs across the whole machine
(capability computing). The alternative approach, ca-
pacity computing, involves running large numbers of
non-interacting jobs, often submitted by numerous inde-
pendent researchers. While it is almost always possible
to run a capability computer in a capacity mode, that is
normally an inefficient use of a more expensive system
[3].

Figure 1: Teragrid CPU Hours Delivered by Machine
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Kraken breached the Petaflop barrier and became
the fastest academic supercomputer in existence when
it was upgraded in October 2009 to 8,256 dual-socket
nodes with a 2.6 GHz, 6-core AMD “Istanbul” processor
in each socket. In February 2011, an additional 1,152
dual-socket nodes with 2.6 GHz, 6-core, AMD “Istan-
bul” processors were added–yielding 112,896 cores and
a peak performance of 1.17 Petaflops. The interconnect
is the Cray Seastar 2 [4]. Disk space consists of 3.3
Petabytes (raw) of DDN drives, organized as a single
Lustre parallel file system.

Kraken‘s massive size enables truly enormous jobs
that cannot run anywhere else on the TeraGrid. Such
applications are intended to bring new scientific results
and are thus encouraged to run. At the same time some
algorithms cannot efficiently scale to this number of
tightly coupled threads, but can be of equal scientific
importance and may require as many, or more, total
cycles for scientific advances. These antagonistic user
needs are difficult to reconcile. Schedulers, in general,
attempt to use as many available nodes on a system as
possible which favors capacity computing since a large
number of independent jobs allows the scheduler to effi-
ciently utilize the system. But if large jobs are queued,
they will never run on even a moderately busy system.
A common solution is to include a weighting factor for
queued jobs that strongly increases as a function of wait
time. Thus, the priority of the large jobs eventually
increases to a point where the system is cleared out
sufficiently allowing them to run, but nodes go idle as
the machine is gradually cleared out for the larger jobs
which can significantly reduce the utilization of the sys-
tem.

In a previous paper [5], using a simulator to explore
the effect of different scheduling policies on a large num-
ber of actual jobs submitted to a single computational
system, we found a counter-intuitive result. Using the
dataset of jobs submitted to the San Diego Supercom-
puter Center‘s DataStar [6] system, showed that impos-
ing a system wide reservation, so that the entire system
was forced to “clear out” by ending all running jobs,
could actually improve overall utilization. In Febru-
ary 2010 a hybrid of this simulated approach was im-
plemented at NICS: a machine-wide weekly reservation
was implemented forcing the clearing out of the machine.
Wednesday was chosen to allow for required preventive
maintenance before the capability jobs ran and to min-
imize the number of time the machine was drained, al-
though this typically occurred no more than about once
every third week. After the machine was emptied, any
large jobs (more than 85% of the machine) were then
run sequentially. When the series of large jobs was com-

pleted, jobs of that size would not be eligible to run again
until the following week. In return for this restriction,
a discount in charging against their allocation was in-
stituted. Capability users were charged for the whole
machine, but at a discounted rate of 50% or more. This
was also an incentive for the users to scale their codes
up as large as possible.

2 Scheduling Methodology

Often, a few nodes of a MPP machine may go down
while the overall system remains usable. It is possible
that over a period of time, the number of running nodes
may change several times resulting in the termination of
jobs that were running on downed nodes, but allowing
others to continue. The scheduler is capable of marking
unusable nodes as “down” and scheduling around them
until they are repaired. Only systemic failures, e.g., to
the file system or to the interconnect, are likely to take
the whole system down. Thus the actual size of the
system is dynamic, and the instantaneous utilization is
the number of nodes in use divided by the total number
of nodes available at that time. The utilization reported
for a period is then the average of a number of samples
taken over that period.

NICS uses a combination of Torque/PBS and Moab
[7] for scheduling. Figure 2 displays the logical flowchart
for scheduling on Kraken. Figure 2 is an idealized ab-
straction, as there are several other algorithms deciding
whether a job is eligible to run, and at what priority.
E.g., if a user has exhausted his allocation, his priority
is reduced to “standby and the job will only run if oth-
erwise the cycles would go idle. Also, users must provide
reliable estimates of runtime. If the runtime estimate
is exceeded, then the job is terminated and scheduling
proceeds.
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
The TeraGrid [1] is the association of High Performance 

Computing sites funded by the National Science Foundation. 
Allocated by an independent body, the TeraGrid currently 
(2010) [2] provides over one billion (1,000,000,000) core-
hours for the scientific community per year. In recent years, 
the composition of the TeraGrid has shifted away from a 
larger (~4) number of relatively equally sized resource 
providers, towards a more concentrated resource profile. As 
of this writing, although there are approximately a dozen 
resource providers within the TeraGrid, over 50% of the total 
floating point operations are provided by a single machine: 
Kraken, the Cray XT5 system at the National Institute for 
Computational Sciences, Tennessee.  

Rather than an aggregation of independent computers 
with a commodity interconnect (i.e., a cluster), Kraken is an 
MPP (massively parallel processing) computer with  
a proprietary interconnect, specifically designed to run large, 
multi-threaded jobs across the whole machine. We typically 
call such an approach, capability computing. The alternative 
approach, capacity computing, generally involves running 
relatively large numbers of non-interacting jobs, often 
submitted by numerous independent researchers, 
simultaneously in a time-sharing environment. While it is 
almost always possible to run a capability computer in a 
capacity mode, that is normally an inefficient use of a more 
expensive system. Kraken is a Cray XT5 [3], upgraded in 
October 2009, to 8,256 dual-socket nodes, with a 2.6 GHz  
6-core AMD “Istanbul” processor in each socket. This gives 
a total of 99,072 cores and a peak performance of 1.03 
Petaflops; currently number 3 in the world, and the fastest 
academic supercomputer in existence. The interconnect is 
the Cray Seastar 2 [4] proprietary system. Disk space is 
provided by 3.3. Petabytes (raw) of DDN drives, organized 
as a single Lustre file system. Kraken’s size allows for the 
submission of truly enormous jobs; up to a maximum of 
99,072 compute cores, that cannot run anywhere else on the 
TeraGrid. Thus, we believe there is a responsibility to allow, 
and even encourage, such “hero” applications that are 
intended to bring new scientific results. At the same time, 
there are many algorithms, indeed whole fields of science, 
which cannot currently scale to anywhere near this number 
of tightly coupled threads in an efficient manner. These 
computational jobs can be of equal importance, and may 
require as many, or more, total cycles for scientific advances. 
Thus there is a similar responsibility to provide as many 
delivered floating point operations as possible to users. 
These somewhat mutually antagonistic aspirations can be 
difficult to reconcile because of scheduling limitations. 
Typically schedulers attempt to use as many available nodes 
on a system as possible, an approach which generally 
favours capacity computing when a large number of 
independent jobs allow the scheduler to utilize the system in 
a relatively efficient manner. Unfortunately, even if there are 
large jobs queued, they will never run on an even moderately 
busy system. The normal approach to mitigate this problem 
is to including a weighting factor for queued jobs that is a 
strongly increasing function of wait time. Thus, eventually 
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 Figure 2 Scheduling Flowchart 

Figure 2: Logical Flowchart for Ideal Scheduling
on Kraken

As discussed previously a common approach to allow
for large jobs while attempting to maintain high utiliza-
tion is to give jobs a priority that increases with time.
How well does this work on an extremely large machine?
Figure 3 shows the weekly utilization of Kraken since its
upgrade to a Petaflop system (October, 2009) until the
present (March, 2011). There are obviously large swings
in utilization. This paper will show their causes and out-
line an approach that is currently delivering extremely
good utilization of Kraken.

Figure 3: Percent Utilization by Month for
Kraken XT5

3 Utilization

The following figures show detailed utilization profiles
for individual weeks with sampling on an hourly basis. A
hourly percent utilization (calculated as described previ-
ously) is shown as a vertical line. If there is no value to
associate with a particular hour, e.g., the machine was
down, or the script did not run for some reason, then
the line is omitted and that point is excluded from the
calculation of the average.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate a week of hourly utilization
patterns before implementation of of a single system-
wide reservation for Wednesday morning and again after
the implementation of this bimodal scheduling policy.
The two periods have very different aggregate utiliza-
tions and hourly profiles.
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few nodes, are down while the overall system itself is quite 
usable. It is entirely possible that during a particular period, 
the number of running nodes may change several times, 
possibly terminating jobs that were running on downed 
nodes, but allowing others to continue successfully. The 
scheduler is capable of marking unusable nodes as “down” 
and scheduling around them until they are repaired. Only 
systemic failures, e.g., to the file system or to the 
interconnect, are likely to take the whole system down. Thus 
the actual size of the system is dynamic and we take the 
instantaneous utilization to be the number of nodes in use, 
divided by the total number of nodes available at that time. 
The utilization reported for any particular period is then the 
average of a number of samples taken over that period. The 
sampling itself, while not overly usurious, is still not 
completely trivial regarding impact on the system. For the 
first periods we took samples at hourly intervals, while later 
decreasing the interval to every 10 minutes for surety.  In 
Figure 2 we display the logical flowchart for scheduling on 
Kraken. At NICS, we use a combination of Torque/PBS [7] 
and Moab 8] for scheduling. The normal mode of operation 
to allow large “capability” jobs to run, while still attempting 
to keep utilization as high as possible, is to give jobs a 
priority that increases with time. I.e., while there is rarely 
room for a large (or even full machine) job to run 
immediately that it becomes eligible, its priority will steadily 
increase so that the scheduler will eventually make room. 
How well does this work on an extremely large machine? In 
Figure 3 we show the weekly utilization of Kraken since its 
upgrade to a Petaflop system in October of 2009 until the 
present (March, 2010). There are obviously large swings in 
utilization, and in this paper we will show their causes and 

how we arrived at an approach that is currently delivering 
extremely good utilization numbers. 

Figure 2 is obviously an idealized abstraction, as there 
are several other algorithms deciding whether a job is 
eligible to run, and at what priority. E.g., if a user has 
exhausted his allocation, his priority is reduced to “standby” 
and the job will only run if otherwise the cycles would go 
idle. Also, we are dependent on the users to provide reliable 
estimates of runtime, as these are essential for “backfill” [9] 
where shorter jobs can be run in the available space while 
waiting to clear the machine sufficiently to allow a larger job 
to start. If the runtime estimate is exceeded, then the job is 
terminated to all scheduling to proceed as planned. 

The algorithms in use, may also be time-dependent, e.g., 
in our approach to improve utilization, we trammel up the 
large jobs and force them to wait until after a specific time 
and date when then system has been artificially cleared by a 
machine-wide reservation (10). The details of the resulting 
utilizations produced by these algorithms are presented in 
this article. 

III. DETAILS OF UTILIZATION RECORDS 
In the following figures we show detailed utilization 

profiles for individual weeks with sampling on an hourly 
basis. I.e., at least each hour the system is checked to find a) 
the total number of nodes available, and b) the number of 
nodes in use. The instantaneous utilization is then b/a, and 
the aggregate utilization for the week is the average of all 
instantaneous values. In the graphs, the value for each hour is 
shown as a vertical line, in a percentage format. If there is no 
value associate with a particular hour, e.g., the machine was 
down, or the script did not run for some reason, then the line 

Figure 4. Kraken Figure Utilization on an hourly basis for the week of Nov 9-16, 2009 
Figure 4: One Week of Hourly Utilization Pat-
terns Before Bimodal Scheduling

is omitted and that point is excluded from the calculation of 
the average. 

We show figures for three separate weeks in the period of 
Oct 5, 2009  to March1, 2010, that have both wildly differing 
aggregate utilizations and hourly profiles. In Figure 4, we 
show the hourly utilization on Kraken for the week of Nov 9-
16, 2009. There are several episodes of the scheduler 
clearing out the machine in order to start a relatively large 
job, followed by a downtrend towards the next large job. The 
aggregate utilization for that week was unusual for such a job 
mix, but less than we would like. In order to improve  
utilization we adopted the policy of a single system-wide 
reservation for the Wednesday morning, followed by running 
all the large jobs (over 32k cores currently) in sequence, at a 
discounted rate in return for the restriction in start time. This 
policy was instituted in mid January, following a particularly 
fallow time for Kraken utilization coinciding with the winter 
academic break. In Figure 5, we show the results of this 
approach, where a single machine-wide reservation is 
enforced for 3/3/2010 and all large jobs in the queue are run 
immediately following in a consecutive manner. The 
difference is startling, with an aggregate utilization of 92%. 
This is a very high rate for such a large machine with an 
inhomogeneous job mix. Essentially the same utilization 
profile is demonstrated by each of the weeks after the 
scheduling change was implemented, and the results are 
show in Figure 3.  

Of course, no scheduling policy can improve utilization 
significantly when the number of submitted jobs is 
particularly low, and in Figure 6 we show utilization for the 
week of January 4-10 when aggregate utilization was only 
35% due to a lack of submitted jobs. This is a common 
occurrence during holiday periods and points out that we 
need to encourage users to submit a backlog of jobs before 

this period. Of course, this is easier on a system that has been 
in production for a longer period than Kraken had at that 
point, and may indicate the necessity for a discount period at 
particular times of the year to help users take advantage of a 
presumed low-competition time. 

 

IV. PRODUCTION USAGE 
 
After 3 weeks of excellent (over 90%) utilization 

numbers, we moved the policy into a sustainable mode, 
stabilizing the large-run discount at 50%. We instituted 
policies to allow for debugging and other procedures that can  
co-exist with large jobs, to possibly share some cycles to 
prepare for submission of other jobs by users. There was 
some initial variation in utilization, but as of mid-June, 2010, 
the last 5 weeks of operation have all been above 90% 
utilization. This is an excellent (possibly unprecedented) 
figure for any system approaching this size that allows a 
significant number of  “capability” jobs that are close to the 
complete machine size. 

One question that needs to be addressed is how these 
high levels of utilization and capability job population affect 
the turnaround time for smaller jobs. There are 4 major 
classes of job on Kraken for scheduling purposes: small (up 
to 512 cores), medium (from there to 8,192 cores), large 
(from there to 49,536 cores), and capability (up to the full 
machine). The average queue wait times for jobs in these 
queues for all jobs submitted from 10/1/09 to 6/1/10 are 
roughly 5.5, 6, 7, and 25 hours respectively. Those numbers 
are very good for a extremely large machine, and shows that 
even with a large number of capability jobs running, it has 
still been possible to provide good responsiveness to the 
smaller jobs. 

Figure 5. Kraken utilization on an hourly basis for March 1-7, 2010 Figure 5: One Week of Hourly Utilization Pat-
terns After Bimodal Scheduling

In Figure 4, the hourly utilization on Kraken for the
week of November 9-16, 2009 capture several episodes of
the scheduler clearing out the machine in order to start
a relatively large job, followed by a downtrend in utiliza-
tion moving toward the next large job. The aggregate
utilization for that week was good for such a job mix,
but still less than desirable.

In order to improve utilization NICS adopted the
policy of a single system-wide reservation for Wednes-
day mornings, followed by sequential running of all large
jobs (over 32k cores currently). These users received a
discounted burn rate in exchange for the restriction in
start time. Figure 5 illustrates the effectiveness of this
approach. A single machine-wide reservation is enforced
for 3/3/2010 and all large jobs in the queue are run
immediately afterwards in a consecutive manner. The
difference is startling, with an aggregate utilization of
92%, which is a very high rate for such a large machine
with an inhomogeneous job mix. Very similar utilization
profiles have been captured most weeks since bimodal
scheduling was implemented, and the stark difference in
utilization can be seen in Figure 3.

4 Production Usage

After 3 weeks of over 90% utilization to validate the
bimodal scheduling policy, the policy was moved into a
sustainable mode, and the large-run discount was fixed
at 50%. In concert, NICS implemented policies to allow
other procedures capable of co-existing with the large
jobs (e.g., debugging runs) to share cycles. These co-
existing procedures are essential for “backfill” [8] where
shorter jobs can be run in the available space while wait-
ing to clear the machine sufficiently to allow a larger job
to start. The success of this policy is heavily dependent
on the users ability to provide reliable estimates of run-
time. If the runtime estimate is exceeded, then the job
is terminated and scheduling proceeds.

Utilization varied as the policy was tuned, but as
of March 2011, the last 7 months of operation have all
been above 90% utilization; in fact, 6 of the 7 months
were at 95% utilization or above, and the 12 month av-
erage utilization is 92%. This is an excellent (possibly
unprecedented) utilization for a system of this size sub-
jected to an inhomogeneous job mix like that on Kraken.

One question that needs to be addressed is how these
high levels of utilization and capability job population
affect the turnaround time for smaller jobs. There are 4
major classes of job on Kraken for scheduling purposes:
small (up to 512 cores), medium (from there to 8,192
cores), large (from there to 49,536 cores), and capability
(up to the full machine). The average queue wait times
for all job sizes submitted from 04/01/10 to 05/01/11
(a period roughly representing all time since bimodal
scheduling was moved to sustainable mode) are shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Kraken‘s Effective Queue Duration by
Job Size for April 1, 2010 to May 1, 2011.

These numbers are very good for a extremely large
machine, and shows that even with a large number of
capability jobs running, it has still been possible to pro-
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vide good responsiveness to the smaller jobs.

5 Conclusion

There are two simple solutions to maximizing utilization
on a large supercomputer, one at each end of the job
size regime. The first is to permit only single node jobs
on the system; we are then guaranteed that so long as
there are jobs to run, every node can be occupied. The
second is to allow only full machine size jobs; each job
then consumes the whole machine and one is run after
the other, again keeping the whole machine busy. Some-
times, the first approach may actually masquerade as
the second, when a single user combines many smaller,
non-interacting jobs into a single job submission. This
may be realistic in Monte-Carlo [9] or ensemble comput-
ing approaches, but unless all of the component jobs are
guaranteed to have the same runtime, there can be ma-
jor inefficiencies, though these could be disguised from
the system monitors.

Away from academic speculation, the job mix on a
capability system is guaranteed to include smaller jobs,
while we hope it will include larger jobs, up to the full
machine size. The efficient scheduling of such a job
mix to optimize utilization has an importance that is
proportional to the cost (capital and operational) of
the system and can be truly massive on a world-class
machine. Even more concerning, the desire to increase
overall utilization can lead to the creation of obstacles
for, or even the complete elimination of, large machine
jobs, which could obviate complete classes of scientific
research.

Analyzing the effect of bimodal scheduling coupled
with incentive driven charging policies on Kraken has
shown that excellent utilization rates (90+%) can be
compatible with servicing an eclectic mix of jobs rang-
ing in size from full machine to much, much smaller
jobs [10]. This is of great importance for both the ad-
ministration of existing HPC systems, and the design
and configuration of future machines. Indeed, it helps
to justify the increased capital investment necessary to
create a capability computer by showing that it is possi-
bly to both service large machine jobs and provide high
utilization.
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